Background: Genomic testing is often limited by the exhaustible nature of human tissue and blood samples. Here we describe biotinylated amplicon sequencing (BAmSeq), a method that allows for the creation of PCR amplicon based next-generation sequencing (NGS) libraries while retaining the original source DNA. Design and methods: Biotinylated primers for different loci were designed to create NGS libraries using human genomic DNA from cell lines, plasma, and formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues using the BAmSeq protocol. DNA from the original template used for each BAmSeq library was recovered after separation with streptavidin magnetic beads. The recovered DNA was then used for end-point, quantitative and droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) as well as NGS using a cancer gene panel. Results: Recovered DNA was analyzed and compared to the original DNA after one or two rounds of BAmSeq. Recovered DNA revealed comparable genomic distributions and mutational allelic frequencies when compared to original source DNA. Sufficient quantities of recovered DNA after BAmSeq were obtained, allowing for additional downstream applications. Conclusions: We demonstrate that BAmSeq allows original DNA template to be recovered with comparable quality and quantity to the source DNA. This recovered DNA is suitable for many downstream applications and may prevent sample exhaustion, especially when DNA quantity or source material is limiting.
Introduction
The use of patient samples for cancer research has led to the development of new diagnostics and therapeutics for the treatment of human cancers. In particular, tissue specimens have been essential for understanding the mutational landscapes of cancer [1] , and DNA extraction from primary and metastatic tumors is now routine practice [2] . Similarly, circulating cell free DNA (cfDNA) or "liquid biopsy" is an emerging analyte for many applications in clinical oncology and cancer research [3] [4] [5] [6] . The utility of cfDNA for cancer mutation detection with digital PCR and NGS has been shown for a number of clinically relevant oncologic issues including response to therapy [7, 8] , detection of driver and resistance mutations [9, 10] and measurement of residual disease burden [11] . Unfortunately, a limitation of both tissue samples and cfDNA is their exhaustible nature [12] , limiting the number of tests and assays that can be performed. This is especially relevant when performing NGS on a limited number of loci, where often the entire sample is used to maximize the chance of detecting a rare mutation within many wild type DNA molecules.
Techniques such as Safe-SeqS [13] and Duplex Sequencing [14] have been developed for increasing the sensitivity of targeted amplicon sequencing [15] . These techniques incorporate barcoding strategies to distinguish PCR and NGS errors from true rare mutant alleles. However, the ultimate sensitivity of these methods depends on the starting amount of DNA, often necessitating the use of the entire sample. To address this problem, we describe a novel modification for amplicon NGS termed Biotin Amplicon Sequencing or BAmSeq. This modification of amplicon sequencing enables recovery of the sample DNA template for future use in other molecular assays, and importantly does not compromise the quantitative integrity of the original source DNA. The use of BAmSeq allow for recycling of DNA for samples of limited quantities.
Materials and methods

BAmSeq
A 5' biotin molecule and subsequent streptavidin pull down step was added to the overall methodology of the Safe-SeqS technique [13] . Safe-SeqS was developed to increase the sensitivity of mutation detection by tagging amplicons of interest using a random sequence of 12-14 nucleotides called "unique identifiers". The protocol barcodes DNA strands during the first PCR step followed by a secondary PCR in which Illumina adapter sequences are added to the tagged template. In the BAmSeq approach described in Fig. 1 , first, a 5' biotin molecule is attached to the amplicon of interest by using biotinylated forward and reverse primers during the first PCR step. PCR reactions were performed in a 50 µL final volume with final concentrations of 1x Phusion® HF Buffer, 200 µM dNTP's, 5% DMSO, 0.5 µM forward and reverse primers, and 2 units of Phusion® Hot Start Polymerase (New England Biolabs) using the following cycling conditions: an initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 s (s), followed by one cycle of 98°C for 10 s, 64°C for 15 s, and 72°C for 30 s. Subsequent cycles (2-5 depending on the amplicon) maintained the same temperatures and times for denaturation and elongation steps, while the annealing temperature was changed from 64°C to 61°C. Upon completion of the first PCR step, the PCR products are now covalently linked to biotin molecules. Second, the sample was cleaned using AMPure XP PCR Purification magnetic beads (Agencourt) per the manufacturer's recommendation. Third, the sample was eluted into 20 µL of water and incubated in equal volume of Dynabeads® MyOne™ Streptavidin (ThermoFisher Scientific) to extract all the biotin-tagged DNA strands, including residual primers. Prior to the incubation, Streptavidin beads were washed to remove buffers and preservatives as specified in the manufacturer's protocol. An equal volume of cleaned streptavidin beads was added to the eluent and incubated for at least 1 h at room temperature with mild shaking to maintain the beads in suspension. After incubation, the tubes were placed in a magnetic stand to separate the supernatant (containing the original source DNA) and the magnetic beads (bound to amplicon of interest), until the solution appears clear (10-15 min) . Subsequently, the two samples collected are:1) the supernatant containing the recovered DNA and residual buffers. This sample was carefully removed and collected in a microcentrifuge tube, cleaned using AMPure XP beads, and either stored at − 20°C, or used for further applications, and 2) the streptavidin-biotin-amplicon complex. The sample was washed twice with 1X B & Q buffer and once with distilled water, then resuspended in 22 µL of water as per the manufacturer's recommendations.
The eluted streptavidin-biotin-DNA complex beads are used as template for the second PCR step, in which Illumina-specific adapters are added, as well as indexes (unique 6 bases) for multiplexing. Because the entire complex can be used directly as template for the PCR reaction, denaturation of the streptavidin-biotin complex is not necessary. The following thermocycling conditions were used for this amplification step: 25-35 cycles (depending on initial DNA concentration used) at 98°C for 10 s (s), 66°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 40 s. Upon PCR conclusion, the entire reaction is placed on a magnet and allowed to separate (10-15 min). Without disturbing the pellet, the supernatant (sequencing library) is collected, and the magnetic beads stored at − 20°C or discarded. The newly isolated sequencing library then undergoes an additional clean-up step using the AMPure XP beads. Cleaning is followed by quantification using the KAPA Library quantification kit, a qPCR assay by Bio-Rad ® , and subjected to NGS with the Illumina platform. A schematic of the protocol is shown in Fig. 1 , and a complete list of all primers used in this study can be found in Supplemental Table S1 .
Patient and sample collection
All patients were consented and enrolled in an IRB protocol at the Johns Hopkins Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center (JHSKCCC; Baltimore, MD) approved for collection and genomic analysis of tissue and bodily fluids from breast cancer patients for use in research. FFPE normal tissue samples and plasma DNA from four patients (two patients with breast cancer and two normal plasma samples) were collected and used for the study.
Cell culture for genomic DNA isolation
Cell lines were chosen for the presence or absence of a heterozygous variant in regions of interest. HCT-15 is a human colorectal cell line that harbours a D144G variant in exon 7 of the SPOP gene, U87MG is a human brain cancer cell line that harbours a C228T mutation in the TERT promoter region, while MCF10A is a human mammary epithelial cell line that is wild type for both specified loci. The non-transformed human epithelial cell line MCF10A was purchased from ATCC and cultured in DMEM/F12 (1:1) supplemented with 5% horse serum (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), 20 ng/mL epidermal growth factor (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 0.5 µg/mL hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 µg/mL insulin (Life Technologies), penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technology), and 0.1 µg/mL cholera toxin (Sigma-Aldrich). The U-87 MG brain cancer cell line was maintained in DMEM media with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies), and 1% of penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technology). HCT-15 colorectal cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 basal medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies) and 1% of penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technology). Genomic DNA for all cell lines was prepared using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit following the manufacturer's protocol. DNA concentration was calculated using the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue and plasma DNA collection
FFPE tissue DNA was isolated using the GeneRead DNA FFPE kit from Qiagen, while plasma DNA was extracted as described [11] using the QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid kit (Qiagen).
Cancer panel amplicon sequencing
We utilized the Swift Bioscience ACCEL Amplicon Panel which provides coverage of 263 amplicons targeting 56 cancer associated genes. The targeted library is compatible with fragmented DNA samples including FFPE DNA and plasma DNA, which can be sequenced using any Illumina platform. For our study, all libraries were prepared and sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq following the manufacturer's specifications including quantification by a PCR based assay (KAPA Library Quantification Kit, KAPA BioSystem). The total length of reads was 138 bp on average based on the manufacturer's website. The library was loaded at concentrations ranging from 10 pM to 16 pM, and exact amount was determined based on the desired cluster density and MiSeq reagent kit utilized.
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) and droplet digital PCR
qPCR was carried out using SYBR Green based detection with an iCycler (Bio-Rad) following a protocol as previously described [16] . Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) (Bio-Rad) was performed as per the manufacturer's recommendation using an EvaGreen Supermix assay. The fluorescence per droplet is assessed, and the fraction of positive to negative droplets was recorded using the QuantaSoft software. The experiment was set up as "ABS analysis" which allows for automatic threshold determination by the QuantaSoft software, yielding absolute quantification of a target amplicon as (copies/µL). Because this study focused solely on comparing the presence of DNA template in pre-versus post-BAmSeq treated DNA, no pre-amplification was conducted prior to ddPCR, each target was assayed in triplicate independent wells and all replicates contained > 10,000 droplets. Primers for all PCR amplicons are listed in Supplemental Table S1 .
Sequencing data analysis
Raw sequencing data was used to assess and track the quality of the sequencing data. Raw data passing the quality controls was further analyzed by aligning to Human Genome (build GRCh37.p13/hg19) [17] reference using BWA aligner [18] (v0.7.10). Post alignment data was passed through Picard Tools (V1.125) [19] to assess the alignment quality. Aligned data that passed quality control was used to call the variants using an in-house variant caller, MDLVC, which scans through the alignment data for raw variant calls. Resulting raw variants were further filtered with various parameters including a minimum base quality of Q25, minimum base depth of 1000, and strand bias filters. In addition to the above filters, false positive variant calls were assessed, tracked and filtered out using negative controls sequenced with this study. Variant calls that code for silent changes or that are designated as frequent in populations by dbSNP [20] , ExAC [21] TCGA [22] and ClinVar [23] reference databases were excluded from analysis. High confidence somatic variants were corroborated with mutant allele frequency, and tumor cellularity. For analysis of plasma DNA, variants allelic frequencies below 1% were filtered out to minimize potential false positives. Additionally, variants were annotated with information from COSMIC [24] and mutation impact annotation from Mutation Assessor Impact prediction [25] . Final variant calls were visualized and further validated using Integrated Genome Viewer, IGV [26] . Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of BAmSeq protocol. Procedural outline for BAmSeq protocol described in this study. The biotinylated primers were similar to [13] with the addition of biotin at the 5' end. Primers for PCR 2 (library amplification) are included in Illumina's TruSeq DNA library preparation kits. (Note: inclusion of "Unique Identifier" is not required for BAmSeq).
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3. Results
The addition of biotin molecules to NGS primers does not affect sequencing
To determine whether the addition of biotin molecules would negatively impact NGS library preparation, we created targeted amplicon sequencing libraries using the BAmSeq method. Samples consisted of digested genomic DNA from three cell lines: MCF10A, HCT-15 and U87MG. Cell lines were chosen based on the presence or absence of a heterozygous variant in regions of interest. HCT-15 is a human colorectal cell line that harbours a c.431 A > G variant (p.D144G) on exon 7 of the SPOP gene, U87MG is a human brain cancer cell line that harbours a g.228 C > T TERT promoter region mutation and MCF10A a human mammary epithelial cell line which is wild type for both loci. Prior to use for BAmSeq, Sanger was used to confirm the presence or absence of variants in cell lines (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). For these experiments, DNA was isolated, quantified and mixed in various combinations to create samples with user-specified mutant to wild type frequencies. Samples labeled S1-S5 refer to combinations of MCF10A and HCT-15, while T1-T5 correspond to MCF10A-U87MG mixtures, which were then used for BAmSeq (Supplemental Fig. S2A ). The BAmSeq method created targeted amplicon sequencing libraries for analysis that were quantified and loaded into a MiSeq Illumina platform for NGS. All prepared libraries were successfully equenced, demonstrating that the addition of a 5' biotin molecule to primers or subsequent streptavidin pull down steps had no effect on the generation and use of NGS libraries. To determine if there was any amplification bias during the streptavidin template separation, we compared the expected mutant percentages to the allele frequencies obtained after sequencing. FASTQ files were aligned using Bowtie [27] and the allelic frequencies determined by visually analyzing the aligned data using the Integrative Genomics Viewer [26, 28] . NGS results showed that the variant/mutant percentages observed were consistent with the expected percentages as summarized in Table 1 .
Recovered DNA retains relative copy number of source DNA
We initially assessed whether BAmSeq had any overt effects on relative copy number by comparing samples before and after BAmSeq treatment. To determine this, we used a cancer gene amplicon panel to create standard sequencing libraries from plasma DNA as well as recovered DNA after BAmSeq. Plasma DNA was separated into four distinct aliquots. One aliquot was left untreated as a control labeled "Before", referring to the original source DNA prior to BAmSeq. Two separate aliquots were subjected to one round of BAmSeq and served as technical duplicates. This DNA was recovered and labeled "After-1a" and "After-1b". The last aliquot was put through two subsequent rounds of BAmSeq and labeled "After-2" (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). NGS libraries were created from each recovered DNA sample and sequenced. Fifteen randomly chosen amplicons with their respective total coverage (log transformed) are found in Fig. 2 , and coverage data for all amplicons in the panel can be found in Supplemental Fig. S4 . Results of total coverage per amplicon show no observable loss of genomic regions when comparing untreated versus recovered DNA after one or two rounds of BAmSeq (Fig. 2) . Samples receiving one round of BAmSeq (After-1a and After-1b) were performed in parallel and produced comparable levels of amplicon coverage. Two independent experiments were conducted using plasma DNA with concordant results.
Recovered DNA retains allelic frequency
After determining that copy numbers are relatively well preserved in recovered DNA, we investigated whether allelic frequencies were also retained. First, we used recovered DNA from samples T1 and T2 which contained genomic DNA artificially mixed to mutant allelic frequencies of 50% and 25%, respectively. The recovered DNA was processed through BAmSeq a second time targeting the same amplicons (TERT promoter) and the newly created sequencing libraries labeled T11 and T12 (Supplemental Fig. S2B ). Sequencing results suggest that the mutant allelic frequencies were retained for both T11 and T12 with estimated frequencies of 53% Column one: S = SPOP libraries; T = TERT libraries. Column two: source of genomic DNA (gDNA). Column three: expected mutation percentage based on user specified wild type (WT) to mutant ratios. Column four: allelic frequency obtained during sequencing.
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and 24%, respectively (Table 1) . Next, we wanted to determine if similar results would be observed using plasma DNA as starting material. Using the NGS data generated from our plasma DNA BAmSeq libraries to evaluate copy number ( Fig. 2 and Supplemental  Fig. S4 ), we applied a proprietary pipeline for aligning, filtering and variant calling as described in the Methods section. For plasma DNA from a healthy donor, a total of five commonly reported polymorphisms were detected in all samples at comparable allelic frequencies as shown in Table 2 . Lastly, the same set of experiments was performed with a sample of plasma tumor DNA taken from a patient with breast cancer to detect potential mutations at lower allelic frequencies. All mutations identified in the "Before" samples were also detected in the "After" samples, with the lowest allelic frequency reported being 1.07%. Although variants with allelic frequencies < 1% were obtained during the analysis, a threshold of at least 1% was applied to all sequencing data to minimize background and possible false positives arising from the sequencing process. Two duplicates were prepared for each BAmSeq procedure to account for potential variation between samples, all allelic frequencies detected are summarized in Table 3 .
Recovered-DNA can be used for different molecular assays
Recovered DNA from several samples was tested to determine if the DNA could be used for analyses such as endpoint, quantitative, and ddPCR. Several DNA sources were utilized for each assay, and recovered DNA following BAmSeq was compared to Samples of plasma DNA were control ("Before" BAmSeq) or recovered DNA collected after one ("After 1") or two ("After 2") rounds of BAmSeq. "After 1" recovered DNA was processed in duplicate and all samples were aliquoted (columns under allelic frequency) from the same source DNA (rows).
the corresponding untreated DNA source as detailed in Supplemental Fig. S5 .
End-Point PCR
Recovered DNA samples were subjected to end-point PCR for five amplicons (e.g., HER2 exon 19, SPOP exon 6, SPOP exon 7, PIK3CA exon 29, and ESR1 exon 10) to assess if the template was suitable for amplification. Supplemental Fig. S6 contains images from nine recovered DNA samples. Three independent groups labeled set 1, 2 and 3 contained recovered DNA originating from genomic ("g"), plasma ("p") and FFPE ("f") sources. All were queried for the presence of five amplicons of interest and positive bands (~100 bp) were detected in all.
Quantitative & droplet digital PCR
To determine if recovered DNA was compatible with quantitative assays such as qPCR and ddPCR, we queried for the presence of amplicons in "Before" samples (DNA not used in BAmSeq), and "After" samples (recovered DNA after one round of BAmSeq) as detailed in Supplemental Fig. S5 . For qPCR, quantification cycle (Cq) values for each replicate were obtained as an indirect measure of DNA concentration per amplicon. Similar Ct values were obtained for all samples per amplicons tested (e.g., SMAD, SBNO2, P2RY2, and ABCA3) (Fig. 3) Additionally, we used ddPCR to demonstrate absolute copy number of amplicons of interest, "Before" and "After" BAmSeq. Fig. 4 displays a representative sample depicting positive droplets per amplicon for "After" and corresponding "Before" reference. The calculated concentration (copies/µL) and 95% confidence interval per amplicon for all tested samples was determined by QuantaSoft software and displayed in Supplemental Table S2 . The differences between observed and expected values for both qPCR and ddPCR assays were minimal.
Discussion
Although newer technologies such as ddPCR and NGS have allowed for an unprecedented analysis of the human genome, analysis is often limited by the exhaustible nature of tissue and blood samples. This is particularly relevant for oncology where rare mutation detection in plasma DNA or a tumor biopsy mandates assessing the maximum number of genome equivalents for optimal sensitivity. This can exhaust a single sample and limits further downstream molecular analyses. Here, we provide a simple modification to targeted sequencing called BAmSeq, which allows for the recovery of the original DNA material that is suitable for additional analyses. The BAmSeq modification requires the addition of biotin primers with a subsequent streptavidin pull down step during NGS library preparation. Our modifications had minimal effect on NGS of recovered DNA libraries as highlighted in Table 1 . Subsequent analysis of BAmSeq DNA also demonstrated that DNA copy number and allelic fractions in recovered DNA after one and two procedures were comparable to starting DNA material (Table 2) . Importantly, these results appeared to be consistent across different preparations of DNA including cell line genomic DNA, plasma DNA and FFPE DNA derived from patient samples.
By subjecting the recovered DNA to a cancer sequencing panel targeting 263 amplicons, we determined that the copy numbers across these loci were retained ( Fig. 2 and Supplemental Fig. S4 ). These observations suggest that the recovered DNA's genomic landscape is relatively unchanged, with minimal losses or gains of the genetic loci after the BAmSeq protocol. This may be beneficial when it is desirable to analyze a patient sample through more than one round of sequencing or when using different targeted panels sequentially [29] . Furthermore, we showed that the allelic frequency within NGS libraries created from recovered DNA was conserved when looking at homozygous and heterozygous variants before and after BAmSeq.
To ensure that recovered DNA after BAmSeq was usable in downstream assays, we performed commonly used techniques beyond NGS, namely qPCR and ddPCR. These technologies are becoming increasingly important for quantification of clinical and research samples in cancer research and other biomedical fields [9, 11, 30, 31] . Given that these assays are known to be negatively affected by the presence of inhibitors [32] we wanted to verify that the BAmSeq protocol would not adversely affect the ability to use recovered DNA for these purposes. Using a variety of template DNA sources, as well as recovered DNA from one and two BAmSeq procedures, we showed that the recovered DNA remained a suitable template for downstream molecular analyses. Three treatment samples (in duplicate) included: an untreated control ("Before" BAmSeq) and two treated samples that underwent (1) or (2) rounds of BAmSeq denoted as "After (1)" or "After (2)" respectively. Duplicates are labeled as "1" and "2" for the untreated controls, "3" and "4" for samples put through one round of BAmSeq and "5" and "6" for samples treated with two subsequent rounds of BAmSeq. Fig. 3 . Quantitative and droplet digital PCR using recovered DNA. Bars depict cycle threshold values (Ct; y-axis) obtained from qPCR analysis for three independent DNA samples (x-axis) compared to control ("Before" BAmSeq).
Fig. 4.
Quantitative and droplet digital PCR using recovered DNA. Positive PCR droplets and total number of events (bars; y-axis) versus amplicons (four; x-axis) with the top figure depicting "Before" BAmSeq control and the bottom figure depicting recovered "After" BAmSeq.
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It is worth noting that every subsequent round of BAmSeq will see some loss of DNA. This is inevitable as recovery of DNA can never be 100%. However, we found that the amount of DNA lost during the BAmSeq procedure is greatly influenced by the careful recovery of the supernatant during the streptavidin-biotin separation step. Thus, meticulous pipetting of the recovered DNA after pull-down is key to maximizing DNA yield.
An argument could be made that use of genome wide amplification kits, or the remaining NGS library could be used for downstream analyses. However, a potential concern with these approaches is the possible amplification bias in terms of copy number, as well as artifactual mutations from the PCR amplification used for the majority of these techniques. This is especially relevant when assaying for rare tumor mutations in plasma DNA, where even high fidelity polymerases can lead to artifacts [33] . Artifacts can affect downstream assays by skewing allelic fractions, introducing false mutations, and affecting the performance of molecular probes [34, 35] . Furthermore, BAmSeq provides the capability of using the same sample to increase technical replicates for sequencing. It has been reported that increasing technical replicates and not sequencing depth is more effective at decreasing error rates, a key consideration when using NGS technology for diagnostic purposes [36] . Additionally, stochastic variability linked with variant callers, library preparation and inherent variability during sequencing (e.g., quantification, loading and base calling) can be minimized by including additional replicates, which increases the utility of the BAmSeq protocol.
In summary, we describe a method for extending the usability of exhaustible DNA sources for NGS and various PCR techniques. The ability to use DNA for sequential testing and analysis may prove useful for a number of clinical and research assays. In particular, the application of BAmSeq to cancer genomic studies using FFPE and plasma DNA may allow for orthogonal cross validation of mutations and/or copy number alterations within a given sample. Importantly, BAmSeq will allow for the maximum utilization of precious and exhaustible patient samples and provides a more complete and accurate analysis with current and future technologies.
